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Abstract

We investigate the feasibility of colloid-based surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) as a highly sensitive technique for detecting peptide
phosphorylation at serine and tyrosine residues. Using the recently reported drop-coating deposition Raman method we validate our SERS spectra
against normal Raman spectra that would otherwise be unobtainable at such low concentrations. Compared with existing techniques for
quantifying peptide phosphorylation, such as high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), the short scanning and processing time associated
with SERS makes it an attractive alternative for near-real-time measurement at sub micro-molar concentrations. Following pre-processing by
Savistky–Golay second derivative (SGSD), the degree of phosphorylation of synthetic peptides is determined using multivariate spectral
classification, interval partial least squares (iPLS). Furthermore, our results show that the technique is robust to interference from complex proteins
and other phosphorylated compounds present at concentrations typically found in a screening assay.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Protein phosphorylation is intimately involved in numerous
biological processes such as signal transduction [1], cell cycle
control [2], immune response [3] and in the aetiology of
diseases such as cancer and atherosclerosis [4]. The kinase
family now comfortably exceeds 500 members, with at least 35
having clinical relevance as targets for drug discovery [5].
Therefore, sensitive detection of phosphorylation events is key
to the identification of modulators of kinase activity [6]. Current
kinase screening ‘platform’ technologies now include Alpha-
Screen (Perkin Elmer), IMAP beads (Molecular Devices),
antibody based detection (Invitrogen) and Electrophoretic
separation (Caliper Lifesciences). All of the techniques have
advantages and disadvantages in terms of sensitivity, dynamic
range and cost, but new techniques to quantify kinase activity

are constantly evolving. In this publication we present a further
addition to the portfolio of analytical methods, in the form of
direct assessment of peptide phosphorylation based on surface
enhance Raman spectroscopy (SERS).

Raman spectroscopy is a well-established technique for
structural analysis of proteins and amino acids with applications
ranging from forensics to the food industry [7–10]. However,
the low scattering cross-section associated with Raman methods
restricts its intrinsic sensitivity; typically analyte concentrations
of 50 μM are required with extended sample readout times [11].
Recently, drop coating deposition Raman (DCDR) [12–15] has
extended the working range down to 1 μM. In DCDR low
volumes (∼5 μl) are dried on a hydrophobic surface and
evaporation effects give rise to a concentrated solid-like state
which is reported to display essentially identical spectral
features to dilute solution measurements [12]. However,
integration times remain of the order of 102 s, which is
incompatible with the timescale of applications such as High
Throughput Screening (HTS). SERS combines Raman spectro-
scopy with the exciting properties of metallic nanostructures
resulting in a vast amplification of the Raman signal, as high as
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14 orders of magnitude, when molecules are absorbed onto
specific ‘SERS-active’ metallic nanometre-scale structures.
Previously SERS has been used to analyse excitatory amino
acids [16], neurotransmitters [17], DNA [18,19] and in living
cells [20]. The most common types of SERS-active substrates,
exhibiting the greatest enhancements (>1012), are solutions of
colloidal gold and silver particles in the 10–100 nm size range
[21–24]. Other common SERS-active substrates include
roughened metallic electrode surfaces [25–28], silver and
gold nano-particle arrays [29–31], and so-called SERS optical
fibre probes, where the end of an optical fibre is covered by a
SERS-active surface [32–34].

In this study, we employed colloidal silver as a SERS
substrate to detect phosphorylation of synthetic peptides at
tyrosine and serine residues. Colloidal substrates have great
potential for future application in HTS due to their high
enhancement factors allowing rapid readout times, their
compatibility with automated liquid handling, and low cost
for large scale analysis. The enhancement of the Raman signal is
mediated by the excitation of surface plasmons on the colloid
surface which produce localised concentrated electromagnetic
fields often referred to as ‘hot-spots’ [35]. The compatibility of
our colloid with the excitation wavelength used was assessed
via measurement of the surface plasmon resonance (SPR),
which also served to confirm the origin of the enhancement.
Extinction spectra of the colloid were obtained both before and
after the addition of the analyte and the features analysed to
confirm the shift in SPR.

The low solubility of the peptides prevented the acquisition
of normal Raman spectra, therefore, our enhanced spectra are
validated against those obtained using drop-coating deposition
Raman (DCDR). With the aid of interval partial least squares
(iPLS) multivariate analysis, we show that SERS can be used to
quantify the degree of phosphorylation in a peptide mixture at
biologically useful concentrations. Finally, the stability of the
technique to interference from species such as proteins and
other phosphate containing biomolecules that would be present
in a ‘real-life’ screening assay is tested. Assay conditions were
simulated by the addition of bovine serum albumin (BSA),
adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) to the synthetic peptides prior to acquisition of SERS
spectra and subsequent multivariant analysis.

2. Materials and methods

The synthetic peptides used in this study were purchased from PEPCEU-
TICALS LTD (Nottingham, UK), with purity 99% ascertained by HPLC.
Peptides were either non-phosphorylated or singly phosphorylated at a serine
and tyrosine residue (see sequences in Table 1). Aqueous solutions of each
peptide were prepared at 100 μM in ultra-pure water (Purite, Oxford, UK); these
were subsequently mixed in the correct fractions to produce 100 μM solutions
with phosphorylated to non-phosphorylated peptide ratios ranging from 1 to
10%. Silver colloid was prepared by adding AgNO3 (1 mM), drop-wise to
NaBH4 (2 mM) under constant stirring at 25 °C (pH 5.5 to 6). The AgNO3 stock
was stored under dark conditions and used within 1 h of preparation. Colloids
were used within 10 min of preparation to ensure signal stability [21]. All
reagents were Analar grade (SIGMA-ALDRICH, Poole, UK), and all water used
was ultra-pure (PURITE, Oxford, UK). In order to achieve consistency between
batches of colloid, quality control was performed by analysis of Raman spectra

of each new batch of colloid. After the colloid preparation had been optimised,
Raman spectra from 10 separate test batches of colloid were acquired in a quartz
cuvette with a 100× objective lens, and 300 mW laser power. The average of
these spectra was then used as a standard against which subsequent batches of
colloid were compared. Batches deviating at any wave number by more than 5%
from this ‘standard’ background were discarded. This quality control process
prevented any spectral features due to impurities or inconsistencies in
preparation affecting the SERS spectra and provided a consistent background
spectrum for subtraction. The standard background spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.
For accurate background subtraction, SERS spectra were baselined using the
average spectra of the 10 colloidal test batches acquired with then same sample
acquisition times as used for each SERS measurement.

Extinction spectra were obtained using an Ultraspec 430proUV/visible
spectrophotometer (ULTRASPEC, Germany). Spectra of the colloid, both with
and without the addition of the synthetic peptides, were acquired in a quartz cell
over the wavelength range 250 to 1100 nm and referenced using pure water. The
effect of peptide concentration upon colloid aggregation and hence SPR was
investigated by obtaining extinction spectra as a function of peptide
concentration over the range 0.1 nM to 1 μM.

Raman spectra were acquired using a Renishaw RM1000 Raman
microscope (RENISHAW, Wooton-Under-Edge, UK) equipped with a 1200-
line/mm grating providing a spectral resolution of 1 cm−1 and a diode laser
providing excitation at 785 nm with up to 300 mW power. The system was
calibrated using the Raman band of a silicon wafer at 520 cm−1. Spectral data
were acquired using Renishaw v.1.2 WiRE software coupled with GRAMS/AI
(THERMO GALACTIC, USA).

The DCDR spectra were obtained by standard methods [12]. Briefly, a 5 μL
volume of each 100 μM peptide solution was deposited on a DCDR substrate
(TIENTA SCIENCE INC, USA) which, after drying for 30 min, formed a ring of
approximately 1 mm in diameter. A 100× objective was used to focus on the ring
and spectra collected using 300 mW laser power and a spectral integration time
of 200 s over the range 1800 to 600 cm−1.

SERS spectra were obtained by absorption of the analyte onto the colloidal
surface; 100 μM peptide solutions were added to colloid, producing analyte
concentrations of 100 nM. Peptide–colloid preparations were then incubated for
20 min at 25 °C before transferral to a 1536 well glass-bottomed Nanoplate with
a well volume of 3 μl (EVOTEC TECHNOLOGIES, Germany). Spectra were
acquired through the base of the well-plate using a 100× objective lens. To allow
direct comparison with the DCDR spectra, SERS spectra of the pure peptide
solutions were acquired over the same spectral range, 1800–600 cm−1, with
300 mW laser power and a readout time of 10 s. To show that measurements
could be performed on a time scale compatible with HTS, spectra of the 0 to
10% phosphorylated peptide mixtures were acquired using a ‘static grating
scan’, which allowed rapid acquisition over a reduced spectral range. Scans
covering 450 cm−1, centred on 775 cm−1 were acquired with a total time of 1
second. Spectra were background corrected by subtracting the mean of the
spectra obtained from the ‘naked’ colloid (Fig. 1).

Prior to interval partial least squares (iPLS) analysis, all spectra were pre-
processed using a Savistky–Golay second derivative (SGSD) algorithm with a
window width of 15 cm−1 which suppressed pixel noise without appreciably
broadening any spectral features. The spectra were then mean centred and scaled
to unity variance. Analysis was performed using an iPLS algorithm [36–38]
(ITOOLBOX, Lars Nørgaard, Denmark) with five latent variables. The
algorithm was trained with a representative group of spectra consisting of 20

Table 1
Peptide sequence and notation

Peptide sequence Notation

H2N–Cys–Lys–Ser–Ala–Lys–Ala–Thr–
Lys–Ala–Tyr–Gln–Glu–Leu–OH

y

H2N–Cys–Lys–Ser–Ala–Lys–Ala–Thr–
Lys–Ala–Tyr(PO3H2)–Gln–Glu–Leu–OH

yP

H2N–Cys–Lys–Ser–Ala–Lys–Ala–Thr–
Lys–Ala–Ser–Gln–Glu–Leu–OH

s

H2N–Cys–Lys–Ser–Ala–Lys–Ala–Thr–
Lys–Ala–Ser(PO3H2)–Gln–Glu–Leu–OH

sP
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independent measurements from each peptide composition using five different
batches of colloid. The root mean standard error of prediction (RMSEP) in the
predicted composition was determined using the leave-one-out method, in
which each spectrum is used as a testing sample after training the algorithm with
the remaining spectra. The iPLS interval was centred on the area containing the
bands assigned to peptide phosphorylation and the interval width reduced until a
minimum RMSEP was achieved and the greatest amount of variance captured
with the least number of latent variables. Optimal intervals were found to be
900 cm−1 to 937 cm−1 for serine and 943 cm−1 981 cm−1 for tyrosine. The iPLS
interval served to eliminate the influence of less predicable spectral features,
associated with changes in the secondary structure and colloid–peptide binding,
upon the predicted values of peptide phosphorylation.

A complex chemical environment simulating a ‘real’ screening assay was
prepared using bovine serum albumin (BSA), adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and
adenosine diphosphate (ADP), purchased from SIGMA-ALDRICH (Poole, UK)
with purity 98% or greater. A solution containing 15 mM BSA, 5 mM ADP and
5 mM ATP was added in equal volume to each 100 μM peptide mixture prior to
1:500 dilution in the colloid producing final concentrations of 15 μM BSA,
5 μMADP, 5 μMATP, and 100 nM peptide. Solutions were again transferred to
a nanowell-plate for SERS analysis.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows typical extinction spectra of the colloid prior to
and 20 min after addition of synthetic peptide. The position of
the 785 nm excitation is indicated by the vertical dashed line.
Spectra obtained for all colloid batches used in this study did not
exhibit deviation greater than the tolerance 5% indicated in Fig.
2. Prior to addition of the peptide, the colloid shows a sharp
absorption peak at 400 nm with a tail to the long-wavelength
side. Previous investigators [39] have attributed the sharp peak
to surface plasmon resonance (SPR) on singular colloidal
particles and the long-wavelength side-tail to SPR on
aggregated particles [40–42]. Upon addition of the synthetic
peptide the intensity of the side-tail increases into a broad peak,
centred at 670 nm, with a greater intensity than the peak
ascribed to the single particle SPR. Previous investigators [39]
describe SERS as originating from plasmon resonances within
this tail region. The change in extinction spectra was
corroborated by an observed colour change from yellowish-
brown to green. No noticeable difference in colloid extinction
spectra was observed between the four peptides used, nor any of
the peptide mixtures. The observed changes in plasmon

resonance infer that the addition of the synthetic peptide causes
the colloid to aggregate, possibly by modifying the surface
charge. Previous investigations using colloidal SERS have
reported that optimal enhancements are achieved from aggre-
gated colloids [43–45]. Some investigators report adding
aggregating agents such as sodium chloride to increase the
effect.

The extinction spectra of the aggregated particles suggest
that an assay of this type could be optimised by using a 670 nm
excitation, however, the feature is sufficiently broad (full-width-
half-maximum of 370 nm) to produce a substantial SERS signal
at 785 nm. Monitoring the extinction spectra as a function of
peptide concentration showed maximum aggregation at 100 nM
with no further increase beyond this value. This value was used
as the optimal peptide concentration for monolayer colloidal
coverage [45].

The normalized DCDR spectra of the pure peptides (both
phosphorylated and non-phosphorylated) are shown in Fig. 3.
The assignments of the predominant Raman bands are as
follows; 1667 cm−1 (amide I, C_O stretching, N–H deforma-
tion and C–N stretching), 1608 cm−1 (aromatic ring stretching
of Tyr), ∼1550 (Amide II backbone vibration), ∼1440 cm−1

(CH2 scissoring), ∼1440–1460 (C–H2 deformation), 1230 and
1222 cm−1 (amide III backbone vibration of the Serine and
Tyrosine peptides respectively), 880 cm−1 (Ser), 842 and
822 cm−1 (Tyr doublet), 635 cm−1 (Tyr ring deformation).
These band assignments agree with those of similar DCDR
peptide studies performed by Xie et al. and Zhang et al. [13,15],
small deviations are observed due to the differences in peptide
sequence. Peaks at 742 (Ser) and 718 (Tyr), match unassigned
peaks in earlier investigations by Zhang et al. [15]. We believe
that these may be assigned to COO− deformation vibrations
[46]. Minor discrepancies in the positional band assignments
between the two peptides used in this study and those reported
by the previous investigators can be attributed to variation in
peptide sequence.

The influence of the highly Raman active aromatic structure
of the tyrosine side chain [15] causes phosphorylation of the

Fig. 2. Extinction spectra of the colloid both prior to (solid line) and several
minutes after the addition of the synthetic peptide (S) at a concentration of
100 nM (dashed line). The position of the 785 nm excitation wavelength is
denoted by the broken vertical line.

Fig. 1. The ‘standard’ colloidal background used to perform quality control of
the colloids employed in this study. 5% deviation is indicated by the dashed
lines.
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tyrosine peptide to produce more appreciable spectral changes
than those of the serine peptide. The most obvious feature being
the tyrosine doublet at ∼830 cm−1 which collapses to a single
band upon phosphorylation; this has previously been assigned
to a Fermi resonance between symmetric ring-breathing of Tyr
and an overtone of the out-of-plane ring vibration [13,47].
There is a decrease in vibrational frequency of the bands at
635 cm−1 and 1608 cm−1 to 631 cm−1 and 1600 cm−1 upon
phosphorylation; this is attributed to the replacement of a
hydrogen atom with a heavier phosphate group. There are also
notable changes in the region associated with the amide III
bands; the peak at 1222 cm−1 is down-shifted to 1216 cm−1

upon phosphorylation which indicates a conformational change.
Furthermore, the shoulder at 1200 cm−1 (ring-C stretch Tyr)
disappears upon phosphorylation which was also observed by
Xie et al. [13].

Phosphorylation induced changes in the Raman spectra of
the serine peptide are far more subtle than those of the tyrosine
peptide, although none the less reproducible. The most
significant difference between the non-phosphorylated and
phosphorylated serine peptide spectra is the subtle shift of the
880 cm−1 serine band to 875 cm−1 which has also been
observed previously [15]. There is also a subtle phosphorylation
induced shift in the Raman band located at 626 cm−1 (assigned
to COO− wag vibrations [46]) to 624 cm−1, which we have
believed to arise from the addition of the heavier phosphate
group.

The non-phosphorylated peptide spectra show differences in
the positions of the amide III band, found at 1230 cm−1 for the
serine peptide and 1222 cm−1 for the tyrosine peptide. This
indicates that there are intrinsic differences in the secondary
conformation of the two peptides due to the substitution of
serine with the larger tyrosine. Furthermore, this band is down-
shifted in frequency by 6 cm−1 in the case of the tyrosine
peptide upon phosphorylation, indicating phosphorylation
induced changes in secondary structure. Similar shifts are
reported by previous investigators [15,13].

The SERS spectra of the pure peptide solutions are shown in
Fig. 4. Although the majority of the enhanced bands show good
positional correlation with the equivalent DCDR Raman data
(Fig. 3), the relative intensities differ. It is known that SERS
spectra show selective enhancements of bands due to bond
orientation relative to the colloid surface. For this reason we
shall only discuss the positions of SERS bands rather than their
intensities which are less informative. The decrease in
frequency of the serine band (880 to 875 cm−1) upon
phosphorylation is still visible, although slightly less pro-
nounced due to broadening. The collapse of the tyrosine doublet
at ∼830 cm−1 is clearly visible and again slightly broadened by
the enhancement process. An intense mode at 1290 cm−1

appears in all four SERS spectra, but is not present in the DCDR
spectra. This mode may arise from peptide–colloid interaction
or from selective enhancement of a weak mode not visible in the

Fig. 4. Normalized SERS spectra of the test peptides; (A) S (B) pS, (C) Y, (D)
pY. The volume, 3 μL, and peptide concentration, 100 nM, peptide/colloid
conjugate is the same for all four peptides. A 100× objective was used and the
spectra collected with a total integration time of 10 s, with a laser power of
300 mW.

Fig. 3. Normalized DCDR spectra of the test peptides; (A) S (B) pS, (C) Y, (D)
pY. The volume, 5 μL, and concentration, 100 μM, of the deposited solution are
the same for all four solutions. A 100× objective was used and the spectra
collected with a total integration time of 200 s, with a laser power of 300 mW.
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DCDR spectra. Modes at 920 cm−1 (S and pS) and 890 cm−1 (Y
and pY) are not present in the enhanced spectra, this may be due
to selective enhancement of modes due to the orientation of the
peptides on the colloidal surface.

There are other differences between the normal and
enhanced spectra that depend upon peptide primary structure.
The broad mode at 1080 cm−1, present in all four DCDR
spectra, is less pronounced in the enhanced spectra of the serine
peptides, this mode is however present in the enhanced tyrosine
spectra. The selective enhancement of this mode implies that
replacing serine with a larger tyrosine residue may alter the
orientation of the peptide on the colloidal surface, hence
changing the relative enhancement of this mode.

The SERS spectra for both the serine and tyrosine peptides
exhibit a shift in the position of the amide III bands when
compared to their respective DCDR spectra; 1230 cm−1 to
1250 cm−1 and 1222 cm−1 to 1253 cm−1 respectively. This
suggests that both peptides are in a different structural
conformation when absorbed onto the colloidal surface than
on the DCDR substrate. Unlike the DCDR spectra of tyrosine
the SERS spectra showed no change in the amide band upon
phosphorylation. This suggests that binding the tyrosine peptide
to the colloidal surface may ‘lock’ its secondary structure which
would otherwise change upon phosphorylation.

Fig. 5 shows the ‘static-grating scans’ acquired with an
integration time of 1 second, for (A) peptides S and pS and (B)
peptides y and pY. The spectra are centered on 775 cm−1 and
span the region 1000–550 cm−1. Other than differences in
relative intensities, this region shows good positional correla-
tion between the Raman bands of the phosphorylated and non-
phosphorylated peptides. In Fig. 5A, the crucial difference
between S and pS attributable to phosphorylation at the serine
residue is the down-shift of the mode at 880 cm−1 to 875 cm−1.
The appearance of a larger mode, at 707 cm−1, is attributed to
changes in molecular orientation rather than phosphorylation
due to lack of reproducibility in this feature. In Fig. 5B, the
obvious effect of phosphorylation at the tyrosine residue is the
collapse of the tyrosine doublet at 845 cm−1 and 825 cm−1 to a
single mode at 830 cm1. There is also a shift of the band at
628 cm−1 to 645 cm−1 and the bands at 594 cm−1 and
568 cm−1 form one large broad mode at 579 cm−1. There is a
significant variation in the intensity of the bands at 925 cm−1

and 972 cm−1 which may arise from selective enhancement of
these modes caused by an alteration of the molecular orientation
on the colloidal surface rather than a direct effect of
phosphorylation at the tyrosine residue.

The predicted phosphorylation composition for the serine
and tyrosine peptides was performed using the PLS algorithm
with five latent variables. The captured variance was 91.0% and
93.2% and the root mean standard error of prediction (RMSEP)
in percentage composition was 3.1 and 2.5 respectively. Fig. 6

Fig. 5. Normalized SERS spectra over the reduced spectral ranges of the test
peptides; (A) S (solid line) and pS (dashed line), (B) Y (solid line) and pY
(dashed line). The volume, 3 μL, and peptide concentration, 100 nM, peptide/
colloid conjugate is the same for all four peptides. A 100× objective was used
and the spectra collected with a total integration time of 1 s, with a laser power of
300 mW. The shaded area indicates the iPLS interval used to predict the
percentage of phosphorylated peptide.

Fig. 6. iPLS-derived predictions of the percentage composition of phosphory-
lated vs. non-phosphorylated as a function of actual percentage composition for
synthetic peptides (A) S and pS and (B) Y and pY. The straight line indicates a
correlation of 100% between calculated and actual values. (R2=0.94 and 0.96
respectively).
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shows the resulting predicted percentages of phosphorylation
plotted against the actual composition values for 20
independent readings of (a) mixtures of peptide S and pS
and (b) peptides Y and pY. In both figures the straight line
indicates perfect correlation between the predicted and actual
peptide composition. The error in predicted composition for S
and Y corresponding to R-squared values of 0.94 and 0.96
respectively.

The SERS spectra of the peptide solutions containing
interfering compounds showed no obvious discrepancies from
those acquired from the peptide/colloid solutions over the
450 cm−1 range covered by the ‘static-grating scan’. Applying
the iPLS algorithm, trained using the original spectra acquired
from the non-complex peptide phosphorylation mixtures, to the
spectra of the simulated assays produced predicted phosphor-
ylation values which fell within the error limits generated from
the measurements on the simple peptide mixtures.

Extinction spectra of the simulated assay solutions showed
no noticeable deviation from those shown in Fig. 2. Further-
more, extinction spectra of the colloid with BSA and ADP/ATP
alone shows no deviation from the ‘naked’ colloid, indicating
that the interfering compounds do not induced aggregation,
which infers a weak interaction with the colloid. This
observation agrees with other investigator's [17] claims of the
stability of silver colloid based SERS in BSA.

4. Conclusions

By using surface enhanced Raman scattering we have
dramatically reduced the sampling time of Raman based
detection of peptide phosphorylation at tyrosine and serine
residues at physiologically relevant concentrations. Current
Raman methods in this area rely upon DCDR to perform such
measurements and require integration times of the orders of
several hundred seconds; our proposed technique requires only
one second, making SERS a feasible technique for near real-
time detection applications, such as high-throughput screening.

The work presented shows that SERS can be used to detect
peptide phosphorylation with a initial analyte concentration of
100 μM, on a par with DCDR. However, this is the analyte
concentration prior to dilution into the colloidal solution; the
optimal analyte concentration in the final solution required for
monolayer coverage of the colloid was found to be 100 nM.
Furthermore our results show that peptide phosphorylation
could be detected with only 1 nM of phosphorylated peptide.
With modification of the colloidal concentration it should be
possible to achieve optimal monolayer coverage with initial
analyte concentration in the sub-micromolar range.

We have shown that using multivariate analysis it is possible
to quantify peptide phosphorylation with an error in the
predicted phosphorylation of 3.1 and 2.5 percentage points at
serine and tyrosine residues respectively. The difference in
accuracy of the predicted phosphorylation for the peptide at
serine and tyrosine residues can be attributed to the different
spectral changes associated with phosphorylation of different
amino acids. Phosphorylation at the tyrosine residue gives rise
to a significant spectral change with the collapse of a doublet.

Phosphorylation at the serine residue causes a far more subtle
spectral change with a small positional shift of a single Raman
band.

Results from a more complex mixture show that our
technique can withstand interference from a complex protein
(simulated using BSA) and other phosphorylated groups
(simulated using ADP and ATP) that would be present in a
real HTS assay. However, real assays solutions comprise of
multiple diverse molecules that cannot be simulated by one
protein alone. Therefore, individual assays, as with existing
readout techniques, will require appropriate design, testing and
optimisation depending upon the type of substrate and
phosphorylating agents employed before they could be
implemented into a HTS setting. Future work will focus upon
applying this technique to a more realistic assay situation. For
example, monitoring the effect of a known inhibitor compound
via SERS titration of peptide phosphorylation with the addition
of a phosphorylating agent.

When compared to the DCDR spectra, which were used to
verify our band assignments, the SERS spectra showed both
reliable and reproducible positional agreement. However, due to
differential enhancement of vibrational modes depending upon
their orientation to the colloidal surface, the amplitude of the
bands was shown to be variable. For this reason we do not
believe that SERS lends itself to detection of phosphorylation at
theronine residues, which previous investigators have shown to
solely produce changes in relative intensity rather than shifts in
Raman bands.

The results from this study show that it is feasible to quantify
peptide phosphorylation at specific sites using SERS. The
proposed technique is complimentary to existing Raman based
detection methods; due to the large signal enhancement it offers
a vast reduction in detection times and the potential for lower
concentration thresholds. Due to the variability in band
amplitude SERS is limited to amino acid residues where
phosphorylation induces changes in position. With this in
mind, SERS is an ideal technique for applications such as high-
throughput screen, where rapid measurement of a specific
analyte is required.
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